New Delhi (28th Feb, 2020):- Sh. Kumar Rajesh Chandra, IPS, Director General, SSB met the group of students from J&K, who arrived in Delhi after completion of “Educational Excursion cum Study Tour” organised by SSB under its Civic Action Programme and Govt of India’s “Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat” campaign. These young boys hailing from Jammu & Kashmir shared their wonderful experiences of the Educational Excursion cum Study Tour undertaken at various places of historical importance situated in Hyderabad and New Delhi. Stressing on the importance of National integration and Nation building Director General, SSB wished them good luck for all their future endeavours.

This Educational Excursion cum Study Tour was arranged by 14th Bn SSB Nagam, Budgam(J&K). A total of 47 members participated in the study tour out of which most of them are in the age group (11-27 yrs).

SSB is regularly organizing such programmes so that the youth get acquainted with the social, political and cultural aspects of the different regions of the country and also to strengthen the idea of unity in diversity of the Nation.
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